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 Abstract 

The utilization of block RAMs (BRAMs) is a critical performance factor for multi ported memory designs on 

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Not only does the excessive demand on BRAMs block the usage of 

BRAMs from other parts of a design, but the complex routing between BRAMs and logic also limits the 

operating frequency. This paper first introduces a brand new perspective and a more efficient way of using a 

conventional two reads one write (2R1W) memory as a 2R1W/4Rmemory. By exploiting the 2R1W/4R as the 

building block, this introduces a hierarchical design of 4R1W memory that25% fewer BRAMs than the 

previous approach of duplicating the 2R1W module. Memories with more read/write ports can be extended 

from the proposed 2R1W/4R memory and the hierarchical 4R1W memory. Compared with previous xor-based 

and live value table-based approaches, the proposed designs can, respectively, reduce BRAM usage for 4R2W 

memory designs with 8K-depth. For complex multiport designs, the proposed BRAM-efficient approaches can 

achieve higher clock frequencies by alleviating the complex routing in an FPGA. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
As FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) continue to increase 

in transistor density, de-signers are using them to build larger and 

more complex systems-on-chip that require frequent sharing, 

communication, queueing, and synchronization among distributed 

functional units and compute nodes—for example, applications that 

include multiple FIFO buffers for moving data between clock 

domains. These mechanisms are often best implemented with multi-

ported memories—memories that allow multiple reads and writes to 

occur simultaneously—since they can avoid serialization and 

contention. 

As another example, processors normally require a multi-ported 

register file, where more register file ports allows the processor to 

exploit a greater amount of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) where 

multiple instructions are being executed at the same time. However, 

FPGA-based soft processors have so far exploited little ILP, limited 

mainly to simple instruction pipelines. This is partly due to the fact 

that multi-ported memories (register files, in this case) are 

particularly inefficient to implement on FPGAs. 

II.Literature review 

The register file is an expensive component in the design of any 

processor, especially, when considering the additional ports that are 

needed to support multiple data paths within a wide-issue VLIW 

processor[5]. In a recent work, these additional resources were used 

to dynamically reconfigure the register file to support a dynamically 

reconfigurable VLIW core. The design can be perceived as a single 

8-issue, two 4-issue, or four 2-issue VLIW cores. Consequently, the 

multi-ported design can operate in different modes, namely as one, 

two, or four register files, respectively, corresponding to the active 

number of cores. The implementation of the register file design on 

FPGAs using Block RAMs still results in unused resources due to 

the coarseness of the Block RAMs. 

Existing implementation methods[6,7] of multi-port register files 

(MPo-RF) in FPGAs are not scalable enough to deal with the 

increased number of ports due to higher logic area and power. While 

the usage of dedicated block RAMs (BRAMs) limits the designer to 

use only single read and single write port, slice based approach 

causes large resource occupation and degrades design performance 

significantly. Similarly, the conventional multi-pumping (MPu) 

approaches are not efficient enough due to increased combinational 

delay and area of huge multiplexers. In this paper, we propose a new 

design which exploits the banking and replication of BRAMs with 

efficient shift register based multi-pumping (SR-MPu) approach. 

III. LVT-Based Multi-Ported Memories 

The new approach to implement  multi-ported memories on FPGAs 

that can exploit the strengths of all three conventional techniques for 

adding ports. Their approach comprises banks of replicated block 

RAMs, where a mechanism of indirection steers reads to read from 

the bank holding the most-recent value for a given location. Multi 
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pumping is orthogonal to our approach, and can be applied to reduce 

the area of a memory in cases where a slower operating frequency 

can be tolerated, as we demonstrate later . They name our 

indirection mechanism the Live Value Table (LVT), since it tracks 

which bank contains the “live” or most-recently updated value for 

each memory location. 

A new design for true multi-ported memories that capitalizes on 

FPGA block RAMs while providing (i) substantially better area 

scaling than a pure logic-based approach, and (ii) higher frequencies 

than the multi pumping approach. The key to our approach is a form 

of indirection through a structure called the Live Value Table 

(LVT), which is itself a small multi-ported memory implemented in 

reconfigurable logic similar to Figure 1.1. Essentially, the LVT 

allows a banked design to behave like a true multi-ported design by 

directing reads to appropriate banks based on which bank holds the 

most recent or “live” write value. 

The intuition for why an LVT-based design is more efficient even 

though the LVT is implemented in reconfigurable logic is because 

the LVT is much narrower than the actual memory banks since it 

only holds bank numbers rather than full data values—thus the lines 

that are de-coded/multiplexed are also much narrower and hence 

more efficiently placed and routed. An LVT-based design also 

leverages block RAMs, which implement memory more efficiently, 

and has an operating frequency closer to that of the block RAMs 

themselves. Additionally, an LVT-based design and multi pumping 

are complementary, and we will show that with multi pumping they 

can reduce the area of an LVT-based design by halving its 

maximum operating frequency. With these techniques they can 

support soft solutions for multi-ported memories without the need 

for expensive hardware block RAMs with more than two ports. 

 
Fig. 1:   2R1W/4R FPGA Bank 

1) This new way of using the 2R1W module is denoted as 

2R1W/4R. This hybrid module can support either 2R or 1Wor 

4R.  
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2) The write request W0 stores the data directly to the target data 

bank, and reads all the data at the same offset from the other data 

banks 

4.Proposed System 
FPGAs have been broadly used in fast prototyping of complex 

digital systems. FPGAs contain programmable logic arrays, usually 

referred to as slices. Slices can be configured into different logic 

functions. The flexible routing channels can support data 

transferring between logic slices. In addition to implementing logic 

operations, if needed, the slices can also be used as storage 

elements, such as flip-flops, register files, or other memory 

modules. Due to the increasing complexity of digital systems, there 

is a growing demand for in-system memory modules. Synthesizing a 

large number of memory modules would consume a significant 

amount of slices, and would therefore result in an inefficient design. 

The excessive usage of slices could also pose a limiting factor to the 

maximum size of a system that can be prototyped on an FPGA. To 

more efficiently support the in-system memory, modern FPGAs 

deploy block RAMs (BRAMs) that are hard core memory blocks 

integrated within an FPGA to support efficient memory usage in a 

design. Compared with the storage module synthesized by slices, 

BRAMs are more area and power efficient while at the same time 

achieving higher operating frequencies. Multi ported memories, 

which allow multiple concurrent reads and writes, are frequently 

used in various digital designs on FPGAs to achieve high memory 

bandwidth. For example,  the  register  file  of  an  FPGA-based  

scalar  MIPS-like soft  processor requires  one  write  port  and  two  

read ports. Processors that issue multiple instructions require even 

more access ports. The shared cache system among multiple soft 

processors on FPGA should support multiple concurrent accesses. A  

routing table  in  a  network switching function would  also  need  to  

enable  multiple  accesses  in  order  to support multiple requests 

from different ingress ports . 

 
Fig. 2: Proposed 2W/2R Architecture 

• The memory is composed of 2W/2R memory (constructed 

via replication of block RAMs). 

• Each write port writes to its own bank, and each read port 

can read from any of all the banks via its multiplexer. 

• Driving the multiplexer of the read port to select the 

output of the proper block RAM bank 

5. Results 
Simulation results are given by figure 3,4 and 5. 

 
Fig.3:  2 write 1 read simulation waveform 

 
Fig.4:  2write 2 read simulation waveform 

5.1 Synthesis Results 

 
Fig.5: Area report for 2w 1r 

 

 
Fig.6: Area report for 2w 2r 

6.Conclusions 
The proposed design of an efficient BRAM-based multi ported 

memory is going to design on FPGA. The existing design methods 

require significant amounts of BRAMs to implement a memory 

module that supports multiple read and write ports. Occupying too 

many BRAMs for multi ported memory could seriously  restrict  the  

usage  of  BRAMs  for  other  parts  of a design. This paper 

proposes techniques that can attain efficient multi ported memory 

designs. This paper introduces a novel 2R1W/4R memory. By 

exploiting the 2R1W/4R as the building block, this paper proposes a 

hierarchical design of 4R1W memory that requires 33% fewer 

BRAMs than the previous designs based on replication. Memories 

with more read/write ports can be extended from the proposed 

2R1W/4R memory and the hierarchical 4R1W memory. 
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